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Lucy ga a bone Ausi wa gagwe Thabi gope. 

Bela gongwe le gongwe kwa a batlang 

gona go na le kubu e e belaetsang. Ú kubu 

e itse kwa Thabi a leng gona? Ke kubu!”
“Ga se Thabi!



Buka eno ke ya ga

Ke kubu!”

“Ga se Thabi! 
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Ke kubu!”

“Ga se Thabi!
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Lucy o ne a tsoga. Ausi wa 
gagwe, Thabi, o ne a se teng 
mo bolaong jwa gagwe.



“Thabi o kwa 
kitšhining o ja 
sefitlholo.”

“Thabi o kae?” Lucy a botsa Mme.



“Ke kubu!”“Ga se Thabi!”



Lucy a lebelela gotlhe mo ntlong.



“Thabi o kae?”  
Lucy a botsa Rre.

“Thabu o a thuma 
kwa lekadibeng.”



“Ke kubu!”

“Ga se Thabi!”



Lucy a nna a lebelela 
mo tshimong.



“Thabi o kae?” Lucy 
a botsa moagisani.

“Thabi o tshameka
kwa phakeng.”



Ke kubu!”

“Ga se Thabi!



Morago Lucy a utlwa 
modumo o o sa 
tlwaelegang. A tsikitla 
kubu thata.



“Thabi ke yo!”



“Ke a leboga,” ga bua Thabi.  
“Ga go monate mo gare ga kubu.”
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